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In 1954 R. A. Bagnold published his seminal findings on the rheological properties of a liquid–solid suspension. Although this work has been cited extensively over the last fifty years, there has not been a critical review of the experiments. The purpose of this study is to examine the work and to suggest an alternative reason for the experimental findings. The concentric cylinder rheometer was designed to measure simultaneously the shear and normal forces for a wide range of solid concentrations, fluid viscosities and shear rates. As presented by Bagnold, the analysis and experiments demonstrated that the shear and normal forces depended linearly on the shear rate in the ‘macroviscous’ regime; as the grain-to-grain interactions increased in the ‘grain-inertia’ regime, the stresses depended on the square of the shear rate and were independent of the fluid viscosity. These results, however, appear to be dictated by the design of the experimental facility. In Bagnold’s experiments, the height (h) of the rheometer was relatively short compared to the spacing (t) between the rotating outer and stationary inner cylinder (h/t = 4.6). Since the top and bottom end plates rotated with the outer cylinder, the flow contained two axisymmetric counter-rotating cells in which flow moved outward along the end plates and inward through the central region of the annulus. At higher Reynolds numbers, these cells contributed significantly to the measured torque, as demonstrated by comparing Bagnold’s pure-fluid measurements with studies on laminar-to-turbulent transitions that pre-date the 1954 study. By accounting for the torque along the end walls, Bagnold’s shear stress measurements can be estimated by modelling the liquid–solid mixture as a Newtonian fluid with a corrected viscosity that depends on the solids concentration. An analysis of the normal stress measurements was problematic because the gross measurements were not reported and could not be obtained.

1. Introduction

The career of Ralph Alger Bagnold began in the British Royal Army, where he rose to the rank of Brigadier. Early in his career he was stationed in North Africa and the Far East, and during this time he became fascinated with the deserts of Egypt, Sudan and Libya (Bagnold 1990, Kenn 1990). His travels in the desert were
supported in part by the Royal Geographical Society and involved explorations and mappings of the remote parts of the Libyan Desert (Bagnold 1936a). On returning to England in the mid-1930s, he began to explore the physics of sand movement and the evolution of the desert sand dunes. Although Bagnold studied engineering at Cambridge University in the early 1920s, he considered himself an amateur scientist. With some support from the hydraulics laboratory at Imperial College, he built a special wind tunnel and began to make measurements of velocity profiles and the relation between the air flow rates and the entrainment of sand. His experiments on sand both in the laboratory and in the desert led to several publications (Bagnold 1936b, 1937, 1938) and later a book entitled, *The Physics of Blown Sand and Desert Dunes* (Bagnold 1941), which was been reprinted several times and is due to be republished in paperback in 2002.

During World War II, Bagnold formed the Long Range Desert Group, which penetrated the Libyan Desert and provided details on enemy troop movements (Shaw 1945). Bagnold was credited with much of the Group’s success because of his leadership, knowledge of the desert, and his inventions like the sun-compass, rope ladders, and steel channels for freeing vehicles from the sand (Shaw 1945; Kenn 1990). On returning to England in 1944, he found that he had been elected a Fellow of the Royal Society of London. He continued his research by examining the effects of sea waves on the erosion and formation of beaches in preparation for the allied landing on the European continent (Bagnold 1946, 1990). These initial inquiries became the foundation of Bagnold’s influential career in hydraulics and sediment transport.

In his 1990 memoir entitled *Sand, Wind and War: Memoirs of a Desert Explorer*, Bagnold wrote that after the war he began a series of “‘try-it-and-see’ experiments examining how the presence of a dispersion of solid grains affects the flow of a liquid”. He was curious about the “mechanism by which a stream of water transports solids along its bed at a definite rate”, and envisioned that the physics was similar to that for windblown sand (see the 1954 preface to *The Physics of Blown Sand and Desert Dunes*). Bagnold begins his 1954 paper by referencing the work by Reynolds (1885) on the dilatancy of a granular bed and the effect of shear, and the work by Einstein (1906) on the effective viscosity of a suspension of particles. These studies were limited to low shear rates or low concentrations. Bagnold envisioned a series of carefully controlled experiments in which a known mass of particles could be dispersed uniformly in a liquid. To this end, he began to make his own particles that would be of the same density as water (Bagnold 1990). He used a ‘shot tower’ method that allowed a stream of molten plastic drops (in the 1954 paper, he described the material as a “50% mixture of paraffin wax and lead stearate”) to solidify as they fell through the air. He then did some preliminary experiments by varying the concentration of particles and observed that “liquid’s resistance to shear increased, till finally the whole liquid–solid substance suddenly ‘froze’ solid”.

Besides the effect of the particles on the shear stress, Bagnold intuitively understood that shearing of closely spaced particles would also generate a normal or dispersive stress. “As a snooker player, I knew that when the cue ball strikes another ball at a glancing blow, both balls move away from one another with momentum components at right angles to the original direction of the cue ball. So I expected that the random collisions that must occur when a dispersion of solids is sheared would amount to a dispersive pressure” (Bagnold 1990). Hence, Bagnold cleverly designed his experiment to measure simultaneously the shear and normal forces generated by a sheared dispersion of neutrally buoyant particles. The concentric-cylinder rheometer had an inner cylinder with a flexible membrane that allowed measurements of the
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Static pressure; the outer cylinder rotated at a constant speed and was driven by a lathe (Bagnold 1954, 1990).

From the experimental measurements and from physical arguments, Bagnold identified two flow regimes. For small shear rates in viscous liquids the shear stresses behaved like a Newtonian fluid with a corrected viscosity. In this ‘macro-viscous’ regime, both the normal and the tangential stresses were linearly proportional to the liquid’s dynamic viscosity (\(\mu\)), the shear rate (\(\dot{\gamma}\)) and a function of the solid fraction, \(\phi\). The stresses varied with the solids concentration as \(\lambda^{3/2}\), where \(\lambda\) is the ‘linear concentration’, defined as the ratio of the grain diameter to the mean radial separation distance. The linear concentration was related to the solid fraction by

\[
\lambda = 1/\left(\left(\phi_o/\phi\right)^{1/3} - 1\right),
\]

where \(\phi_o\) is the maximum possible concentration. Thus, both the normal and tangential stresses scaled as \(\lambda^{3/2}\mu\dot{\gamma}\). For larger shear rates or lower liquid viscosities, the material fell into the ‘grain-inertia regime’ in which the stresses were independent of the fluid viscosity and depended on the square of the shear rate and the square of the function \(\lambda\); hence, the stresses were proportional to \(\rho d^2\lambda^{2}\dot{\gamma}^2\) where \(\rho\) is the density (either the density of the fluid or of the solid for a neutrally buoyant suspension) and \(d\) is the particle diameter. Bagnold justified this conclusion with a simple model that treated particle interactions as impacts for which the collision impulse scaled as \(\rho d\dot{\gamma}\) and the collision rate scaled as \(d\dot{\gamma}\).

Taking the ratio of these two scalings, Bagnold derived a parameter, \(N\), to distinguish the flow regimes,

\[
N = \frac{\rho d^2\lambda\dot{\gamma}^2}{\mu^2\lambda^{3/2}} = \frac{\rho d^2\lambda^{1/2}\dot{\gamma}}{\mu}.
\]

Bagnold identified the linear macro-viscous regime with \(N < 40\) and the quadratic variation in the stresses with \(N > 450\); a transitional regime fell between these two limiting values. The parameter \(N\) has since been called the Bagnold number (Hill 1966) and has been extended to dense particle flows using the particle density in place of the fluid–solid density.

Besides the distinction between the different regimes, Bagnold also examined the ratio of the shear to normal stresses for a given concentration, \(T_s/P_n = \tan\alpha\), defining \(\alpha\) as the effective friction angle. He referred to this ratio as a dynamic analogue of the static friction coefficient (Bagnold 1956). In the viscous regime the ratio was approximately equal to 0.75, and reached a constant value of approximately 0.32 in the grain-inertia regime. Bagnold noted that the static friction angle of 32° for sand corresponded to a stress ratio, \(\tan\alpha = 0.63\), which was intermediate to the two limiting dynamic values. In summarizing Bagnold stated, “The most important result of this rotating drum experiment was that, independent of both solids’ concentration and shear rate, the resistance attributable to the solids was always on the order of half of the dispersive pressure. That is, the coefficient of solid to solid friction for a sheared dispersion of granular solids is virtually the same as that for the same solids in continuous contact” (Bagnold 1990).

In the 1954 paper, the results of the measurements were applied to three problems – the flow of dry sand under gravity, size sorting of grains, and flows of river gravel. In Bagnold’s later work on bed load transport in streams and rivers, the values for the stress ratio were used extensively to determine the critical conditions under which a particle remained suspended (Bagnold 1956, 1966a, 1973, 1980). In addition, Bagnold used the results to explain the source of booming sounds associated with
the movement of sand dunes in the desert (Bagnold 1966b), and to Æolian transport on Mars (Sagan & Bagnold 1975). A bibliography of Bagnold’s work can be found in the short biography by Thorne & Soar (1996) or in the biographical memoir by Kenn (1990).

The results of Bagnold’s 1954 rheological experiments have been referenced in hundreds of studies reported in the scientific literature as illustrated in figure 1. This figure is based on citations tabulated in the Institute for Scientific Information Citation Database. In total, the paper has been referenced approximately 725 times in archival journals over the last 46 years (up to March, 2001). The companion study that was published in 1956 and entitled “The flow of cohesionless grains in fluids” has been referenced approximately 350 times. In some of these papers, there is only a passing reference to Bagnold’s work. However, several papers have tried to repeat or to simulate the experimental results, and the constitutive relations have been applied to a range of fluid–solid flows (for example Savage & Jeffrey 1981; Savage & McKeown 1983; Hanes & Inman 1985; Shibata & Mei 1986; Prasad & Kytömaa 1995; Hutter & Rajagopal 1994; Potapov, Hunt & Campbell 2001). Although the research has had tremendous impact on the fields of granular materials, debris flows, slurry and sediment transport, there has not been a critical analysis of the experiments.

2. Re-examination of the experiments

A sketch of Bagnold’s experimental apparatus is shown in figure 2. The radii of the outer and inner cylinders were \( r_o = 5.7 \text{ cm} \) and \( r_i = 4.62 \text{ cm} \), respectively; hence, the ratio of gap, \( t = r_o - r_i \), to outer cylinder was \( t/r_o = 0.19 \). The height, \( h \), of the test section was 5 cm and the corresponding ratio of height to gap was \( h/t = 4.6 \). The outer cylinder of the rheometer was rotated at a constant rate ranging from 15 to approximately 500 r.p.m. The inner cylinder was held fixed using a spring that enabled a measurement of the torque. The reported net shear stress on the inner wall, \( T_\lambda \),
ranged from 0.3 to 60 N m$^{-2}$; hence the net torques ($2\pi r_i^2 h T_s$) ranged from $2 \times 10^{-4}$ to $4 \times 10^{-2}$ N m. The sidewall of the inner cylinder was made from sheet rubber that would deflect in response to the applied pressure. The volume behind the membrane was filled with a fluid that was free to rise in a vertical tube, and the net normal stress, $P_s$, was determined using an inclined manometer. The normal stress varied from 2.5 to 200 N m$^{-2}$, which translated into a water column height from 0.025 to 2.0 cm. The accuracies of the measurements were not reported. Note that the notation $T$ and $P$ follows from the paper by Bagnold and represents net stresses determined from averaged force measurements as described in detail in this section.

The experiment used 1.3 mm diameter wax spheres suspended in water or in a similar density mixture of glycerin, water and alcohol. The experiments were conducted at 10 different concentrations of solids ($\lambda$ from 1.3 to 17 corresponding to solid fractions from $\phi = 0.135$ to 0.623 with $\phi_o = 0.74$ as used by Bagnold) in water and for one concentration ($\lambda = 11, \phi = 0.555$) in the glycerin mixture. A listing of the experimental data sets is given in table 1, including the experimental ranges of Bagnold and Reynold numbers based on gap spacing ($Re = pr_o \omega t/m$ with $\mu$ the dynamic viscosity of the liquid). For the lowest concentrations, the pressures were not
reported. For some data sets at a fixed concentration, Bagnold used a different range of Reynolds numbers for the shear and normal stresses. In addition, he reported the experimental results for the shear stress for pure water ($\lambda = 0$). Note that the concentrations listed in table 1 are taken directly from Bagnold’s paper; except for $\lambda = 1.3, 14.5$ and 17, the reported values of $\phi$ are somewhat lower than would be calculated using $\phi_o = 0.74$ in equation (1.1).

In figure 3, the non-dimensional shear $T_r[pd^2/\langle \lambda \mu^2 \rangle]$ and normal stress $P_r[pd^2/\langle \lambda \mu^2 \rangle]$ are plotted as a function of Bagnold number for all concentrations. In Bagnold’s paper, a similar figure is shown but only for the data corresponding to $\lambda = 11$. The shear and normal stresses collapse to separate curves for the lower concentrations ($\lambda < 12$). The stresses for the highest concentrations ($\lambda = 14.5$ and 17) are slightly greater. From the physical arguments described in the context of equation (1.2), Bagnold proposed correlations for the two limiting cases. For the grain-inertia regime with $\lambda < 12$, the normal and shear stresses were expressed as follows:

$$P_r = 0.042 \rho (\lambda \gamma d)^2 \cos \alpha,$$

and

$$T_r/P_r = \tan \alpha,$$

where $\tan \alpha = 0.32$ (in Bagnold 1954, the density $\rho$ is missing from (2.1); however, in the 1956 paper, the density is included). The non-dimensional pressure in the grain inertia regime depended quadratically on the Bagnold number,

$$P_r/\mu^2 \lambda / (\rho d^2) = 0.040 \nu^2.$$
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Figure 3. Experimental shear and normal stresses as reported by Bagnold (1954) for linear concentrations $\lambda = 1$ ($\phi = 0.135$), 2.1 ($\phi = 0.222$), 3.1 ($\phi = 0.308$), 4.1 ($\phi = 0.375$), 5.7 ($\phi = 0.445$), 7.6 ($\phi = 0.495$), 9.4 ($\phi = 0.532$), 11 ($\phi = 0.555$), 14.5 ($\phi = 0.606$) and 17 ($\phi = 0.623$) in water and for $\lambda = 11$ ($\phi = 0.555$) in the glycerin mixture. The solid lines are the suggested correlations by Bagnold, and the dotted line is the best fit to the shear stress measurements in water.

For the macro-viscous regime, Bagnold proposed the following relations for the shear and normal stresses:

$$T_\lambda = 2.25 \lambda^{3/2} \mu \gamma,$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.4)

$$P_\lambda = T_\lambda / \tan \alpha_2,$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.5)

where $\tan \alpha_2 = 0.75$. In terms of the Bagnold number, the non-dimensional shear stress for the macro-viscous regime follows as

$$T_\lambda / \left[ \mu^2 \lambda / (\rho d^2) \right] = 2.25 N.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.6)

The expressions for the shear and normal stress in both the grain-inertia and macro-viscous regimes (2.2), (2.3), (2.5), (2.6) are shown in figure 3. Note that the curve for the shear stress in the grain-inertia regime does not adequately represent the trend in the data.

For each of the experimental data sets listed in table 1, a least-squares power law relation was fitted to the data in the form of

$$P_\lambda / \left[ \mu^2 / (\rho d^2) \right] = C_1 Re^m$$

and

$$T_\lambda / \left[ \mu^2 / (\rho d^2) \right] = C_2 Re^n$$

over the range of Reynolds number examined for each experiment. The choice of the Reynolds number to correlate the data is explained in §4. Table 1 lists the coefficients $C_1$, $C_2$, $m$, $n$ and the correlation coefficient $r$ for the fit; in addition, the uncertainty in the coefficients $m$ and $n$ are given based on a 95% confidence interval. Although the pressure exponents are approximately $m = 2$ for all of the water data, the shear stress exponents are closer to $n = 1.5$.

Using all of the shear-stress data points for water except at the highest concentration (66 data points; $55 < N < 1180$; $1.3 \leq \lambda \leq 14.5$), the data are best fitted by

$$T_\lambda / \left[ \mu^2 \lambda / (\rho d^2) \right] = 0.35N^{1.48}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.7)

This correlation is shown by the dotted line in figure 3 and clearly displays a weaker
dependence on the Bagnold number than suggested by the relations given by equation (2.2) using (2.1). A correlation for the pressure data (47 data points; 76 < N < 1070; 1.3 ≤ λ ≤ 14.5; water) results in the following relation:

\[
P_{\lambda}/[(\mu^2\lambda/(\rho d^2)]) = 0.056 N^{1.95},
\]

which corresponds well with the dependence suggested in equation (2.1). Therefore, the shear and normal forces do not display the same dependence on the shear rate over similar ranges in N, contrary to the predictions of Bagnold’s analysis.

For the macro-viscous regime, the only data are for the glycerin–water–alcohol mixture at λ = 11, which included seven shear stress measurements between 5 < N < 50. These data correspond well with equation (2.6). The linear and the N^{1.5} shear stress curves intersect at approximately N = 50; hence, none of the glycerin data show the higher Bagnold number dependence, and none of the water data display the linear dependence. For the normal stress data, Bagnold presented 12 measurements with glycerin for 5 < N < 170. The intersection of equations (2.3) and (2.5) occurs at approximately N = 100. At the highest Bagnold numbers for glycerin, N = 103, 127, and 169, the pressure measurements do indicate a stronger dependence on the Bagnold number than displayed by the lower Bagnold number data. Therefore, with the exception of three data points for the highest pressure measurements in the glycerin mixture, Bagnold’s data can be divided into two groups based on the interstitial fluid; the data obtained using water are represented well by the correlations given in equations (2.7) and (2.8), and the glycerin data are represented by equations (2.5) and (2.6).

As noted earlier, Bagnold suggested that the most important result was the ratio of the shear to normal stresses. These values are shown in figure 4 and range from 0.8 to 0.25. Because the stresses have different dependences on the Bagnold number, the stress ratio appears to decrease with increasing Bagnold number. The limiting values suggested by Bagnold of 0.32 and 0.75 are also shown, which do not represent the data well except at the lowest Bagnold numbers.

The stresses and the stress ratios presented in figures 3 and 4 are net stresses due to the action of the particles, and are determined from measurement of the gross torque obtained minus the friction and drag associated with the experimental device. In addition, Bagnold argued that in the grain-inertia regime a distinction should be made between contributions to the torque from the fluid and solid phases. Bagnold viewed the ‘grain stress’ as a particle effect that conformed to the scaling described by equations (2.1) and (2.2). In addition, he noted that a fluid contribution may “persist by virtue of a residual fluid turbulence”. Bagnold did not provide further arguments regarding the distinction; however in his 1956 and 1966b papers, he again restated the need to separate the contributions. The notion of separating the stress into fluid and solid contributions first appeared as the ‘effective stress’ principle in soil mechanics and was proposed by K. Terzaghi in 1925 (see Scott 1963) for static soils saturated with a fluid. Although he did not reference Terzaghi’s work, Bagnold referred to interactions with Terzaghi in describing the flow of gravel (Bagnold 1954) and later referenced Terzaghi’s soil mechanics text (Terzaghi 1943) in his 1966b paper.

As a result, the gross torque for the grain-inertia regime was the sum of four contributions: (i) the torque caused by spindle friction, \( M_{\text{frict}} \); (ii) the torque generated by the flow in the upper and lower gap formed by the top and bottom surfaces of the rotating drum, \( M_{\text{gap}} \) (see figure 2); (iii) the torque from the fluid drag on the cylindrical surface of the drum, \( M' \); and (iv) the torque from the grain drag on the cylindrical surface, \( M_\lambda \). As a result, the reported values for the shear stress \( T_\lambda \) at a
concentration $\lambda$ were determined from the torque $M_\lambda$ based on

$$M_\lambda = M_{\text{gross}} - M_{\text{frict}} - M_{\text{gap}} - M'.$$

A series of experiments were run to determine the contributions to equation (2.9). Bagnold indicated that the gap torque, $M_{\text{gap}}$, was determined from the difference in torques when the liquid filled the end gaps and when air was locked in the gaps. Although not stated, the frictional contribution to the torque could have been estimated by operating the system dry. Bagnold asserted that the contributions to the torque from the spindle friction and from the end gaps were unchanged when particles were placed in the device. Additional measurements were also made of the torque and shear stress without particles.

To account for the fluid contribution, $M'$, Bagnold hypothesized that it should approach the torque for a pure fluid, $M_0$, as the concentration was reduced to zero. In addition, $M'$, should become progressively less important as the concentration increased because the particles should reduce the turbulence and decrease the amount of fluid within the volume. As an approximation, Bagnold assumed a simple relation for the fluid contribution to the torque, and hence the shear stress, when particles were present,

$$M' = M_0/(\lambda + 1) \quad \text{and} \quad T' = T_0/(\lambda + 1),$$

where the pure fluid values are $T_0$ and $M_0$. This approximation is heuristic, and Bagnold gave no clue about the origin of equation (2.10). It could be viewed as the simplest functional form to meet the desired trends. This representation was used for all of the experiments within the grain-inertia regime. For the macro-viscous flows, the distinction was not made, and the net stress written in equation (2.9) was the
difference between the gross measurement and the contributions from the friction and the flow in the gap.

Figure 5 shows the values of the pure fluid torque, $M_0$, calculated from the reported values of shear stress (as listed in table 1) for rotational speeds from 2.3 to 8.6 r.p.s. The measurements were not given for the lower rotational speeds because the torques were presumably below the measurable range of the rheometer. Since Bagnold did not report his raw torque data, it is illustrative to estimate the magnitude of the contributions to the torque that were subtracted by Bagnold from the gross value. Although the contribution of friction was dependent on the experimental design, the contribution from the fluid in the gaps can be estimated from a model of a rotating disk in a stationary housing (Schlichting 1955). The torque acting on a rotating disk, $M_{\text{gap}}$, can be found from $M_{\text{gap}} = (1/4)C_m \rho \omega^2 r_i^5$, where $C_m$ is the moment coefficient (the factor of 1/4 rather than 1/2 is due to the two surfaces of the rotating disk). For laminar flow with Reynolds numbers ($Re_i = \rho r_i^2 \omega / \mu$) from $1 \times 10^4$ to $2 \times 10^5$, the moment coefficient can be approximated as $C_m = 2.67 Re_i^{-1/2}$, which is independent of the gap size as long as the gap is significantly smaller than the radius of the disk. The resulting torque is plotted as a function of rotational speed. Figure 5 also shows the net torque due to particle interactions for the case of $\lambda = 1.3$, $M_{1.3}$. An additional curve is shown for the net torques calculated from the sum of the particle, gap and fluid contributions, $M_{1.3} + M_{\text{gap}} + M'$ with $M' = M_0/(1 + 1.3)$. For $\lambda = 1.3$, the net torque is approximately 60% of the gross torque, not including the contribution from spindle friction. A similar calculation is also shown for $\lambda = 2.1$. For this concentration, the net torque is approximately 70% of the gross torque.

Besides correcting the shear stress, Bagnold also corrected the normal stress measurements. The normal stress, $P_i$, at a given rotational speed was calculated from the difference between a gross measurement of the pressure with particles, $P_{\text{gross}}$, and...
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and the measurement of the pressure without particles, $P_0$,

$$P_d = P_{\text{gross}} - P_0. \quad (2.11)$$

Bagnold stated that when the outer drum was rotated the pure fluid pressure increased because of “the rotation of the fluid in the end-space [see figure 2], from the axis out to the radius of the inner drum periphery”. Because of this centrifugal pumping, the pure fluid pressure varied with rotational speed. However, Bagnold did not report the values, making it impossible to reconstruct his raw measurements.

3. Bagnold’s torque measurements for pure water

Prior to 1954, several studies examined single-phase flow between a rotating outer cylinder and stationary inner cylinder (Couette 1890; Mallock 1896; Wendt 1933; Taylor 1936a, b; see the review by Koschmieder 1993). Although Bagnold did not compare his pure fluid results with these studies, the experimental parameters are similar and a comparison demonstrates the impact of Bagnold’s experimental apparatus on his stress measurements.

The laminar tangential velocity distribution, $u_\theta$, for flow between infinitely long cylinders as a function of radial position, $r$, can be determined by integrating the Navier–Stokes equations (Schlichting 1955),

$$u_\theta \propto \frac{(r_o r - r_i^2 r_o/r)}{(r_o^2 - r_i^2)}. \quad (3.1)$$

The torque for shear flow in a gap, $M_{\text{shear}}$, is

$$M_{\text{shear}} = 4\pi \mu h o \frac{r_o^2 r_i^2}{r_o^2 - r_i^2}. \quad (3.2)$$

Couette used a concentric cylinder device to measure the dynamic viscosity of water and showed that the torque depended linearly on the rotational speed of the outer cylinder (Couette 1890), as shown in equation (3.2). Above a certain critical speed, the torque increased at a faster rate. Several years later, Mallock (1896) made similar experiments, including some in which the inner cylinder rotated while the outer cylinder remained at rest. As those of Couette, these experiments showed that the flow with an outer rotating cylinder and a stationary inner cylinder was unstable beyond a certain speed. When the inner cylinder was rotated, the flow became unstable at all rotational speeds.

The Couette and Mallock research became the basis of the well-known stability studies of Taylor (1923). Taylor predicted the critical rotational speeds at which the flow became unstable for different combinations of the rotational and geometric parameters. For a rotating outer cylinder with an inner cylinder at rest, Taylor concluded that the flow was always stable. These results were in contrast with the earlier experiments by Couette (1890) and Mallock (1896).

Approximately 10 years later, separate studies by Wendt (1933) and by Taylor (1936a, b) measured the torque and the critical rotational speeds corresponding to the transition from laminar to turbulent flow for an outer rotating cylinder and an inner cylinder at rest. The Wendt and Taylor studies showed that there was a critical Reynolds number based on gap spacing ($Re = \rho r_o o t / \mu$) above which the flow transitioned to a turbulent flow; the instability was initiated by the flow along the end plates of the annulus. The critical Reynolds number depended on the ratio of
the gap spacing to outer radius \( t/r_o \). A later study by Schultz-Grunow (1959) used linear stability theory to predict a critical Reynolds number of \( Re_c = 1670 \) for \( t/r_o \) from \( 10^{-3} \) to \( 10^{-1} \). For gap spacings greater than 0.1, the critical Reynolds number increased significantly from the limiting planar value. Later flow visualization work by Coles (1964) described the transition as ‘catastrophic’ with the flow consisting of a spiral band of turbulence rotating at the mean angular velocity of the two cylinders. For the radius ratio in Bagnold’s study \( t/r_o = 0.19 \) the critical Reynolds number was approximately 18000 (Wendt 1933; Taylor 1936a; Schultz-Grunow 1959). As noted above, Bagnold presented measurements of the pure fluid shear stress for rotational speeds from 2 to 8.6 r.p.s. corresponding to \( Re \) from 8800 to 33000. Since the shear stress varied with the square of the shear rate, Bagnold concluded that the flow was turbulent over the entire range. Hence, the flow in Bagnold’s work transitioned at a significantly lower Reynolds number than would have been predicted based on the earlier studies.

Besides the critical Reynolds numbers, the torque measurements can also be compared. Figure 6 shows the torque measurements for a pure fluid by Bagnold scaled by the torque computed for laminar flow between concentric cylinders as given in equation (3.2). As shown in figure 6, the Bagnold data range from 4 to 16 times larger than the torque for laminar shear flow. The figure also presents two data sets with similar geometric parameters from the work by Taylor (1936a) and by Wendt (1933). The data from Taylor are for \( t/r_o = 0.15 \) and 0.21, which bound the geometric ratio in Bagnold’s study. The Taylor data are close to the laminar flow results until the critical Reynolds number (approximately 10000 for \( t/r_o = 0.15 \) and 20000 for \( t/r_o = 0.21 \)) is reached. Beyond the critical Reynolds number, the data for the two experiments are comparable, and show that the torque increases with the square of the shear rate. In the Wendt study \( t/r_o = 0.15 \), there was a free surface at the top of the annulus, and the conditions at the bottom of the annulus were varied. The Wendt data shown in figure 6 are for two configurations: (i) an end plate that rotated with the outer cylinder, and (ii) an end plate at rest. The data with the constrained end plate decreased from the laminar flow result as the Reynolds number was increased up to the critical Reynolds number (the decrease was presumably due to the movement of the free surface away from the inner cylinder by centrifugal force, reducing the contact area). With the transition to turbulent flow, an abrupt jump in the torque occurred. The critical Reynolds number for the constrained end plate corresponded well with the data by Taylor at \( t/r_o = 0.15 \). When the bottom end plate co-rotated with the outer cylinder, the torque increased above the laminar flow result prior to transition, and then abruptly increased at approximately the same critical Reynolds number. Both of these data sets lie below the Bagnold data.

Although the ratios of the gap to outer radius are similar in the three studies, the height-to-gap ratios differ considerably. In the data from Taylor, the ratios were \( h/t = 99 \) and 141. In Wendt, the ratio of the height from the end plate to the edge of the free surface to the gap was 28. As the height of the annulus was decreased, the secondary flow associated with the ends had an increasing impact on the measured torque. The effect of the end plates was recognized in the early work of Couette (1890) and Mallock (1896). Couette placed a guard cylinder above and below the experimental cylinder to isolate the effects of three-dimensional flow at the ends. Mallock also used a lower guard cylinder with a free surface on the upper plane. In addition, he placed mercury in the lower portion of the annulus to reduce the radial velocity of the fluid near the end plate. However, Taylor (1923) criticized the experiments
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by Mallock because of the relatively short annulus ($h/t = 8.8$; $t/r_o = 0.23$), even with the provisions of the guard cylinder and the mercury. The Taylor (1936b) paper presented the first measurements of the velocity profiles within the annulus, which showed a significant variation from the profile predicted by equation (3.1) because of the secondary circulation within the annulus. Taylor closed his paper (Taylor 1936b) by noting that he had recently read the paper by Wendt (1933), but wrote that “only qualitative results could be expected” because the height of the cylinder was not sufficiently greater than the outer diameter of the rotating cylinder. However, as shown in figure 6, the torques were comparable.

As the height to gap ratio is decreased, it is expected that the circulation of the cells would increase with an outwardly directed flow along the ends and an inwardly directed flow through the central region. For short annuli, the two counter-rotating cells might appear to be similar to the Taylor-vortex flows found when the inner cylinder is rotated and the outer cylinder is stationary. In fact, Bagnold noted that he measured the torque (although no values are given) with the inner cylinder rotating and the outer cylinder stationary. He observed, “Though the pressures could not now be measured, the drag values, adjusted for in the same way as before, were not appreciably different, in spite of the greatly increased value of $r^2$. Although not shown in figure 6, the torque data of Bagnold correspond closely with the measurements by Taylor (1936a) for a flow with an inner rotating cylinder and with the outer cylinder at rest (referred to as a Taylor-vortex flow; Koschmieder 1993).

4. Examining Bagnold’s data in terms of an effective viscosity

The measurements by Bagnold for a pure fluid, and the comparisons given above, suggest that the secondary circulation had a significant effect on the torque measure-
ments. Hence, it is of interest to examine whether the trends in the Bagnold’s data with particles can be anticipated based on single-phase flow calculations.

In Bagnold’s experiment, the outer cylinder was rotated along with the upper and lower boundaries of the experimental apparatus. Hence, the torque experienced by the inner cylinder resulted from the torque on the outer boundary plus the contribution to the torque from the rotating top and bottom plates. The studies by Gelhar, Schriek & Benham (1966) for an annulus with counter-rotating cylinders and by Greenspan (1965) for a closed rotating cylinder described the flow on the end plates as an outwardly directed boundary layer. Therefore, an estimate of the torque along the end plates can be obtained from theoretical boundary layer relations for flow over a spinning disk (Schlichting 1955). In a boundary flow induced by a spinning disk, the thickness of the boundary layer is constant, \( \delta \approx 4\left[ \frac{\mu}{(\rho \omega)} \right]^{1/2} \); the wall shear stress \( \tau_{z\theta} \) evaluated from the gradient of the tangential velocity component, \( u_\theta \), at the wall varies linearly with radial position (\( z \) is the axial distance from mid-height of the annulus). From exact solutions of the boundary layer equations, the shear stress is \( \tau_{z\theta} = -\rho r^2 \left( \frac{\mu \omega^3}{\rho} \right)^{1/2} C'(0) \), where \( C'(0) \) is equal to 0.616 for laminar flow. The torque over the two end plates can then be estimated by integrating the shear stress, \( M_{bl} \approx -4\pi \int_{r_i}^{r_o} r^2 \tau_{z\theta} dr = \pi \rho \left( \frac{\mu \omega^3}{\rho} \right)^{1/2} C'(0)(r_o^4 - r_i^4). \) (4.1)

Hence, the torque depends on the rotational speed raised to the 1.5 power.

Recall that Bagnold’s shear stress measurements also show a dependence on the rotational speed to the 1.5 power. Figure 7 is a plot of Bagnold’s torque measurements \( M_{Bag} \) divided by the torque for a boundary layer flow associated with a spinning disk, \( M_{bl} \) given in equation (4.1) as a function of the Reynolds number. In the presentation of Bagnold’s data, the fluid contribution has been included \( (M_{Bag} = M' + M_f) \) for rotational speeds above 2.2 r.p.s. The inclusion of \( M' \) is most significant at the lowest concentrations, which correspond to the higher rotational speeds. The resulting torque ratio clearly increases with the concentration of solids.

For Bagnold’s data using the glycerin mixture, the shear stress increased linearly with the shear rate. For the more viscous fluid, the torque would be expected to be dominated by the shear stress across the gap (equation (3.2)). In figure 7, the data for the glycerin mixture are also shown with the measurements scaled by \( M_{shear} \) as given in equation (3.2).

The presence of particles in a Newtonian fluid is known to increase the effective viscosity. Since the original work by Einstein (1906), rheological studies of suspensions have developed relations for the ratio of the effective viscosity to the pure fluid Newtonian viscosity in terms of the solid fraction, maximum packing fraction, the shear rate and the polydispersity of the particles (Wildemuth & Williams 1984; Liu & Masliyah 1996; Krieger 1972. One such relation is the Krieger–Dougherty expression, which includes a dependency on the solid fraction \( \phi \) and the maximum packing fraction \( \phi_m \),

\[
\mu' = \mu/(1 - \phi/\phi_m)^\eta \phi_m, \tag{4.2}
\]

The parameter \( \eta \) is an empirical parameter that typically has a value of 2.5, and \( \phi_m \) is taken as 0.64 (Liu & Masliyah 1996; Krieger 1972). Since the moment generated by the boundary-layer flow along the end plates, \( M_{bl} \), scales with the square-root of the viscosity, the ratio of the torques for the water data (figure 7) could also be viewed as the square-root of the ratio of the effective viscosity to the pure fluid viscosity. Similarly, the moment generated by the shear flow in the gap, \( M_{shear} \), scales with the
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Figure 7. The ratio of Bagnold’s measured torque using water, $M_{Bag}$, to torque calculated for laminar boundary layer flow over a spinning disk, $M_{bl}$, for different values of $\lambda$. The data for the glycerin mixture are for the ratio of $M_{Bag}$ to $M_{shear}$.

viscosity; hence, for the glycerin mixture, the torque ratio is equivalent to the ratio of the viscosities. Figure 8 presents the average of viscosity ratio as a function of the concentration for both the water and the glycerin data. Also shown are three lines for $\eta = 2.5$ and $\phi_m = 0.64$, $\eta = 4.5$ and $\phi_m = 0.64$, and $\eta = 3.5$ and $\phi_m = 0.68$. The curve $\eta = 2.5$ and $\phi_m = 0.64$ underpredicts the viscosity ratio; the curve for $\eta = 4.5$ corresponds better with the water data, and the curve for $\eta = 3.5$ and $\phi_m = 0.68$ passes through the glycerin data point. The value of $\phi_m = 0.68$ is used here because Bagnold’s wax particles may have been more deformable than typically found for hard spheres. It should be noted that effective viscosity relations, such as equation (4.2) have been developed and compared with experimental data under low shear rate conditions. In addition, the effective viscosities shown in figure 8 could have been fitted with other functional relations that have appeared in the literature. The Krieger–Dougherty expression was used because it best represented the Bagnold data.

Figure 9 presents all of the experimental torque data by Bagnold, including the glycerin mixture, normalized by $\frac{1}{2} \rho \omega^2 r_o^3 (r_o^2 - r_i^2)$. The resulting moment coefficient, $C_m = M_{Bag} / \left[ \frac{1}{2} \rho \omega^2 r_o^3 (r_o^2 - r_i^2) \right]$, is presented as a function of the effective Reynolds number based on gap, $Re' = \rho r_o \omega t / \mu'$, in which the viscosity is calculated as given in (4.2) using $\eta = 3.5$ and $\phi_m = 0.68$. This expression for the viscosity was chosen as the best fit for both the glycerin and the water data. The other values for the effective viscosity shift the data to the somewhat higher or lower Reynolds numbers. This simple representation for the effective viscosity assumes that the particles are uniformly distributed throughout the annulus (which is questionable because of the end effects) and that a single representation can be used over a wide range of shear rates and concentrations.

The three curves shown in figure 9 reflect different estimates of the torque assuming laminar single-phase Newtonian flow. The first is the moment coefficient for laminar
annular shear flow without end walls, which is calculated by normalizing the torque for Couette shear flow, equation (3.2), by $\frac{1}{2} \rho \omega^2 r_i^4 (r_o^2 - r_i^2)$,

$$C_{\text{shear}} = \frac{4 \pi \mu h \omega r_o^7}{2 \rho r_o^7 \omega^2 (r_o^2 - r_i^2)^2} = \frac{8 \pi r_i^7 h}{(r_o + r_i^2)(r_o - r_i)} Re^{-1}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.3)

The second dashed line in figure 9 is the moment coefficient from boundary layer theory for flow over a rotating disk coefficient, $C_{\text{bl}}$, computed from equation (4.1),

$$C_{\text{bl}} = C'(0) \frac{\rho (\mu \omega^3 / \rho)^{1/2}}{\frac{1}{2} \rho r_o^2 \omega^2 (r_o - r_i)} = 3.87 Re^{-1/2} \left( \frac{r_o - r_i}{r_o} \right)^{1/2} \left( \frac{r_o^2 + r_i^2}{r_o^2} \right).$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.4)

The solid line in the figure represents the sum of the two contributions to the moment, $C_{\text{shear}} + C_{\text{bl}}$. This summed moment coefficient suggests that the normalized torque depends inversely on the Reynolds number for low Reynolds number; for Reynolds numbers greater than approximately 100, the moment coefficient scales with $Re^{-1/2}$. Hence, there is a transition in the shear stress measurements from a linear dependence on the shear rate to a 1.5 power. The data for the highest concentration ($\phi = 0.622$) deviate from the other data; however, at the highest concentrations the particles may not move freely with the fluid and may arch across the gap. Bagnold alluded to problems with “contact melting” at high concentrations and high rotational speeds.

As the effective Reynolds number increases, the scaling of the thickness of the boundary layer along the end walls begins to approach the size of a particle. For these conditions, the particles may move from the high-shear boundary layer regime into the lower-shear central section of the annulus. As a result the effective viscosity ideas used in the presentation of figure 9 would no longer be appropriate. However, the highest values of $Re'$ correspond with the lowest concentrations and the effective...
viscosities closest to unity. If the effective viscosity were not used in presenting some of the data, such as for $\lambda \leq 3.1$, these points would shift from the left to the right of the theoretical line, but would not change the figure in a substantial way. Also note that as presented, the data at the highest effective Reynolds numbers indicate some flattening of the experimental moment coefficient suggesting an increased dependence on the shear rate. This deviation may also result from the assumption that the particles are uniformly distributed within the annulus. Hence, the method used in the presentation of figure 9 should be viewed as the simplest analysis that incorporates the essential features of the flow to estimate the measurements by Bagnold.

As a final check on the flow field generated by the movement of the top and bottom plates, a finite-element fluid dynamics program was used to solve the laminar Navier–Stokes equations for a Newtonian fluid subject to the no-slip boundary conditions along the bounding surfaces. A mesh of 34,000 annular slices with elements in $5^\circ$ increments was used to replicate the Bagnold experimental device. The transverse section of the cell was divided into 28 by 36 elements of varying size; the nodes near the walls were placed at a maximum spacing of 0.1 mm to enable the calculation of the velocity gradients. The tangential velocity was fixed at 1 m s$^{-1}$; the upper and lower surfaces moved with the outer wall. The Reynolds numbers were varied from 10 to 8000 by changing the viscosity. Calculations for flow Reynolds numbers above 8000 did not converge, suggesting a transition to turbulence. The value of $Re = 8000$ coincides with the lower end of the data reported for pure water (see table 1). Beyond $Re = 8000$, Bagnold reported that the shear stress increased with the square of the shear rate consistent with turbulent flow. As shown in figure 9, the range of effective Reynolds numbers was $1 < Re' < 10,000$. Although the finite element simulations were not used to calculate the turbulent pure-fluid flow field, the
simulations covered nearly the entire range of the effective Reynolds numbers found in Bagnold’s suspension experiments.

From the simulations, the moment coefficients were computed from measurements of the torque on the outer wall plus the top and bottom plates. These coefficients are shown as the large crosses on figure 9, indicating a good correspondence with the analytical predictions and the experimental values by Bagnold. Figures 10 and 11 show the velocity contours for the radial and axial velocity components at Reynolds numbers of 10 and 1000, respectively. The left surface is the stationary inner wall and the right surface is the moving wall; the lower surface moves with the outer wall and the upper surface is the mid-height of the annulus. The velocities are scaled by the speed of the outer wall, $\omega R_o$. These contours clearly demonstrate the recirculation patterns and the outwardly directed flow along the lower end plate. For $Re = 10$, the radial and axial velocities are less than 1% of the rotational speed of the outer cylinder. However, for $Re = 1000$, the radial velocity field shows a boundary layer along with rotating end plate with a maximum speed of approximately 13% of the outer wall speed.

Figures 12 and 13 present the tangential velocity profiles for $Re = 10$ and 1000 at several locations within the annulus. The figures also include the analytical result for flow in a gap without ends (equation (3.1)). For $Re = 10$, the tangential profile at the mid-height of the channel ($z/h = 0$) is approximately equal to the analytical expression for flow without endplates. For $Re = 1000$ the mid-height profile shows steeper gradients at the inner and outer walls. The average tangential velocity over the central region is approximately 46% of the rotational speed of the outer wall compared with 51% of the rotational speed for shear flow without ends; the average normalized tangential velocity decreases as the Reynolds number is increased. The tangential velocity profile is largely unchanged over more than 90% of the channel. At $z/h = 0.488$ and 0.498, the velocity profile is distorted because of the end conditions.

Figure 10. Calculations of the radial and axial velocity contours for a pure fluid at $Re = 10$. 
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At the lower Reynolds numbers, the variation of the velocity distribution occurs over a larger section of the annulus and is not confined to the thin boundary layer region.

Turning to the normal stresses measured by Bagnold, the experimental results appear to be more difficult to predict for several reasons. First, the normal stress values reported by Bagnold were the difference between the measured pressure with and without particles at a fixed rotational speed, as described in the presentation of equation (2.11). Although Bagnold reported the shear stress for a pure fluid, he did not report the corresponding values of the normal stresses, $P_0$. As noted by Bagnold, the pressure $P_0$ resulted from the centrifugal pumping motion in the end gaps and

---

**Figure 11.** Calculations of the radial and axial velocity contours for a pure fluid at $Re = 1000$.

**Figure 12.** The tangential velocity profiles for $Re = 10$ at different axial locations.
depended on the rotational speed. Second, the values of the normal stress for a pure fluid could not be simulated with the finite element code. Without particles, the flows were at Reynolds numbers within the turbulent flow regime. In addition, the calculations were done for a closed annulus and the absolute pressures within the experimental apparatus were dictated by the rotation of the drum and the flow within the end gaps. A final complication involves the technique to measure the normal stresses. The normal stress was averaged over the height of the annulus using a deformable membrane. Presumably this membrane was fixed to a frame at the top and bottom of the inner cylinder, creating a measurement that was more sensitive to the pressure in the center of the annulus than at the ends. As shown in the simulations, there are large gradients in the velocity field near the end plates especially at higher Reynolds numbers; as a result the pressure would also vary near the ends and would not be captured by the averaged measurement. It should also be noted that values of the normal stress differences were small and at most 2 cm of water.

Although the normal stress data could not be predicted, it is useful to examine the data in terms of a pressure coefficient, $C_p$, defined as the ratio of the net normal stress, $P_\lambda$, to the dynamic pressure $\frac{1}{2} \rho \omega^2 r_o^2$,

$$C_p = \frac{P_\lambda(\omega)}{\frac{1}{2} \rho \omega^2 r_o^2} = \frac{P_{\text{gross}}(\omega, \lambda) - P_0(\omega, \text{turb})}{\frac{1}{2} \rho \omega^2 r_o^2}. \quad (4.5)$$

Figure 14 shows the pressure coefficient as a function of solid fraction for all of the data reported by Bagnold. The data are divided into several ranges of effective Reynolds number, $Re'$. For $Re' > 200$, the pressure coefficient depends only on the solid fraction as indicated by the line drawn through the data points. At a fixed rotational speed the normal stress and the pressure coefficient increase with the solid fraction. For $100 < Re' < 200$, the data show a weak dependence on the Reynolds number with the lower Reynolds numbers corresponding to a slightly larger value of the pressure coefficient. For $Re' < 100$, the pressure coefficient clearly depends on both the solid fraction and the Reynolds number. This low-Reynolds-number regime
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Figure 14. The pressure coefficient, $C_p$, as a function of solid fraction for ranges of $Re'$.

The pressure coefficient, $C_p$, as a function of solid fraction for ranges of $Re'$. Covers the linear shear stress data for the glycerin mixture, as well as the normal stress measurements at $\phi = 0.606$ and 0.623.

5. Closing remarks

Although the ideas presented by Babnold (1954) have been essential to the development of modern theories in slurry transport, suspension rheology and granular material flows, the experiments were marred by the design of the experimental apparatus. Because the height of the annulus was only 4.6 times the size of the gap, the rotation of the end plates generated secondary vortices that contributed significantly to the torque measurements, especially at high rotational speeds. Bagnold’s shear stress measurements and their dependence on the shear rate can be attributed to the effects of the end plates and not to particle interaction effects as Bagnold claimed. A critique of the normal stress measurements is harder due to uncertainty regarding the procedure used by Bagnold, but also appear to be due to changes in the flow patterns within the annulus.

Through physical arguments Bagnold stated that the shear and normal stresses should vary linearly with shear rate in the macro-viscous regime and vary quadratically due to increased particle-to-particle interactions in the grain-inertia regime. However, the experimental shear stress measurements do not show a quadratic dependence on shear rate; instead, the shear stress depends on the shear rate raised to the 1.5 power. The experimental torques of Bagnold are estimated using a boundary-layer analysis and finite-element simulations based on Newtonian flow with an effective viscosity that depends on solid concentration. For Reynolds numbers below 100, the torque results from linear shear flow across the annular gap. For larger Reynolds numbers the torque associated with the rotation of the end walls, which depends on the shear rate to the 1.5 power, is greater than for a linear shear flow. Hence, Bagnold’s observed changes from the macro-viscous to the grain-inertia regime actually correspond to a variation from a linear shear flow to a flow dominated by the boundary layer along the rotating end walls. With a longer annular section, the contribution from the torque...
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at the ends could have been reduced. Although Bagnold anticipated a problem with the end plates—“Errors due to non-uniform shear strain at the ends of the annular space were unavoidable and difficult to assess” Bagnold (1954)—the earlier work by Couette (1890), Mallock (1896), Wendt (1933) and Taylor (1936a) could have been used to estimate the extent of the problem.

A question lingers as to why Bagnold’s work has not received a detailed review before now. One reason is that by 1954 Bagnold was a Fellow of the Royal Society; hence, his work could be published in the Proceedings without review. The experimental apparatus, however, was similar to that used in the earlier laminar-to-turbulent transition studies as described in §3. Taylor had been critical of the work by both Mallock and Wendt (Taylor 1923, 1936b) because of the relatively short annuli used in their experiments. Bagnold’s experimental section (h/t = 4.6) was shorter than that used by either Mallock (h/t = 8.8) or Wendt (h/t = 28).

Hence, it is surprising that the same criticism was not extended to Bagnold because Bagnold had scientific interactions with Taylor, at least in the early part of Bagnold’s career. The papers by Bagnold in the 1930s in the Proceedings were all communicated through Taylor (Bagnold 1936b, 1937, 1938). Bagnold’s 1936 paper appeared in the same volume as the two papers by Taylor on flow between rotating cylinders (Taylor 1936a,b); in fact, there was but a single paper physically separating them. In the “Introduction” to the 1941 publication of The Physics of Blown Sand and Desert Dunes, Bagnold thanked Professor G. I. Taylor for his “encouragement and help on many occasions”. In 1946, Bagnold published a paper on the interaction of a shallow wave and a sandy bed. The paper was published, presumably without review, when Bagnold was a Fellow of the Royal Society (Bagnold 1946). In the Proceedings, the paper was immediately followed by a note, written by Taylor, presenting a theoretical derivation of the conditions under which a grain might be expected to roll as a result of shear forces (Taylor 1946). Taylor compared his prediction with Bagnold’s empirical relation and experimental data. Even in the 1954 paper, Bagnold included a passing reference to Taylor regarding a discussion of the forces generated as a particle collides with a surface. Despite these interactions, Bagnold was apparently unaware of Taylor’s work on flow transitions in annular shear flows, and perhaps Taylor was also unaware of the details of Bagnold’s experimental apparatus. After the publication of Bagnold (1954), there are no further references to Taylor in Bagnold’s technical papers, or to Bagnold in Taylor’s papers.

In the “Concluding Remarks” contained in the Collection of Hallmark Papers by R. A. Bagnold (Bagnold 1988), Bagnold offers a two-page essay on the “Truth” and its role in the development of scientific or engineering concepts. He concludes by writing that with his friend Luna B. Leopold (head of the Water Resources Division of the United States Geological Survey), “we both saw the need to ‘stir the pool of complaisant tradition with the stick of reality’” concerning traditional approaches to sediment transport. The purpose of this article has been to stimulate discussions and questions of the widely cited studies by Bagnold. It appears that although the 1954 experiments were visionary, the experimental facility and procedure were flawed. New experiments on the rheological properties of liquid–solid flows that avoid the problematic features found in Bagnold’s design are needed.
including hundreds of maps of North Africa, military expeditions, travel documents and photographs. However, the catalogue notes on page 6, “Bagnold’s scientific research is less well documented; most of the material dates from the post-war period and the work best represented is Bagnold’s later research on random distributions”. In the catalogue, we did not find anything related to Bagnold’s rheological studies. We also obtained the Catalogue of the Papers and Correspondence of Sir Geoffrey Ingram Taylor, O.M.F.R.S. (1886–1975) by Jeannine Alton, Harriot Weiskittel, Julia Latham-Jackson from the National Cataloguing Unit for the Archives of Contemporary Scientists, University of Bath, UK. Although the 102-page catalogue contains an extensive list of scientific correspondence with Taylor, there is only one reference to R. A. Bagnold. In 1970, Bagnold sent a letter to Taylor; the catalogue has a notation “water ‘boils’ ” next to the listing, which presumably is unrelated to the suspension work.
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